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Abstract: Chemical removal of materials from the surface is a fundamental step in micro- and
nano-fabrication processes. In conventional plasma etching, etchant molecules are non-directional
and perform a uniform etching over the surface. However, using a highly directional obliquely
incident beam of etching agent, it can be possible to engineer surfaces in the micro- or nano- scales.
Surfaces can be patterned with periodic morphologies like ripples and mounds by controlling
parameters including the incidence angle with the surface and sticking coefficient of etching particles.
In this study, the dynamic evolution of a rippled morphology has been investigated during oblique
angle etching (OAE) using Monte Carlo simulations. Fourier space and roughness analysis were
performed on the resulting simulated surfaces. The ripple formation was observed to originate from
re-emission and shadowing effects during OAE. Our results show that the ripple wavelength and
root-mean-square roughness evolved at a more stable rate with accompanying quasi-periodic ripple
formation at higher etching angles (θ > 60◦ ) and at sticking coefficient values (Sc ) 0.5 ≤ Sc ≤ 1. On the
other hand, smaller etching angle (θ < 60◦ ) and lower sticking coefficient values lead to a rapid
formation of wider and deeper ripples. This result of this study can be helpful to develop new surface
patterning techniques by etching.
Keywords: ripple formation; oblique angle; etching; Monte Carlo simulation

1. Introduction
Morphological evolution of surfaces during thin film deposition [1] has been the interest of many
researchers for applications in industries including micro- and nano- electronics and mechanical
systems [2]. Surface morphology controls many important physical and chemical properties of thin
films [3]. It is therefore of great interest to understand and control the evolution of the surface
morphology during etching. The noise competes with surface smoothing processes to form a rough
morphology if the experiment is performed at either a sufficiently low temperature or at a high growth
rate. This preferential growth on “hills” further roughens the surface, typically leading to the formation
of columnar structures [4–6]. Due to the non-local, long-range, geometrical nature of the shadowing
effect, it dominates over smoothening effects of surface diffusion [7–10]. During etching, as illustrated in
Figure 1a, obliquely incident etching particles can preferentially remove the tops of “hills” due to their
higher heights, while lower lying “valleys” get shadowed and stay intact. Therefore, shadowing has
a smoothening effect during the etching process as opposed to its roughening effect in deposition and
dominates over the roughening effect of noise, leading to very smooth surfaces [7,11,12]. However, it has
been shown that [13] etched surfaces can remarkably get rougher due to the competition between
shadowing and “re-emission effects.” Etching particles with a non-unity sticking coefficient (Sc ),
which defines the probability of etching a surface atom (for example, Sc = 1 stands for 100% probability
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2. Monte Carlo Simulations
In order to explore the evolution of the surface morphology during OAE, we developed Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations that consider shadowing [24–26], re-emission, and noise effects [23]. MC Simulation
codes for the OAE process were developed in a C++ environment. Simulation parameters, such as
lattice size, etching angle, sticking coefficients, number of particles sent to the surface, and surface
diffusion, can be defined by the user. In the simulations, cubic lattice points form the (i, j, k) lattice
structure. We assigned each particle a dimension of one lattice unit. We used continuous boundary
conditions with 512 × 512 (= i × j) lattice size. Figure 1b illustrates the basic processes included in our
OAE simulations. Briefly, a particle is sent toward the surface with polar angle θ and azimuthal angle
φ. Some surface points are shadowed from the initial incident flux, as well as from the re-emitted
particles due to the nearby higher surface features. The incident particle etches the surface point of
first impact with probability Sc . If the particle does not etch, then it is re-emitted. If it finds another
surface feature on its way, it may etch that point also with probability Sc . The total number of particles
sent for each simulation performed was 2.5 × 108 . In our study, we did not include surface diffusion
effects. Previously it has been showed that surface diffusion is less significant compared to shadowing
and re-emission effects [7–9]. We also assumed that the kinetic energies of the incident particles are
negligible, and hence no momentum transfer takes place when particles land on the surface. In addition,
no overhangs were allowed.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphology of Oblique Angle Etched (OAE) Surfaces
A visual comparison in Figure 2 indicates that the surface morphology moved towards a rippled
structure elongated in the beam direction as the sticking coefficient Sc is increased. The ripple formation
seemed to be more dominant for high etching angles larger than 60◦ . For angles at 45◦ and 60◦ ,
surfaces show an anisotropic morphology, especially for sticking coefficient values at 0.7 and 0.9,
but not a clear ripple structure. On the other hand, at higher oblique etching angles of 70◦ and 85◦ ,
we could clearly see ripple formation for sticking coefficients in the range 0.5 ≤ Sc < 1. In addition,
ripples were found to form along the oblique etching flux direction.
We believe this directionality originated from re-emission and shadowing effects, which is
illustrated in Figure 3. During OAE, particles initially began etching a perfectly smooth surface
(Figure 3a), randomly leaving tiny “valleys” and “hills” on the surface (Figure 3b). These height
fluctuations initiated the shadowing effect and played a key role in the development of the directionality
of ripples. Due to a shadowing effect, sidewalls of a hill facing towards the incident beam (front side)
were etched faster compared to its opposite shadowed side (back side). However, because of the cosine
distribution of re-emitted particles along the local surface normal, the back sides also experienced
etching through the particles being reflected from the front sides of other hills. Figure 2a shows
the surface morphologies at later stages of normal incidence (θ = 0◦ ) etching at various sticking
coefficients Sc . It can be clearly seen that low sticking coefficient values led to rougher surfaces due to
the re-emission effect. As the sticking coefficient was increased, etching became “random,” which led
to a relatively smoother surface. Re-emitted particles could start etching sidewalls, which resulted in
the widening of valleys and eventually merging two neighbouring ripples. These results are consistent
with a previous study by Zhao et al. [13].
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3.2. Dynamic Evolution Roughness and Ripple Wavelength during OAE
In order to investigate the dynamic evolution of rippled morphology during OAE in detail, we
performed roughness and Fourier space analysis on the simulated surfaces. For this purpose, we
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3.2. Dynamic Evolution Roughness and Ripple Wavelength during OAE
In order to investigate the dynamic evolution of rippled morphology during OAE in detail,
we performed roughness and Fourier space analysis on the simulated surfaces. For this purpose,
we calculated the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness ω values during the simulation at each time,
at intervals of 2.5 × 104 particles. RMS roughness is defined in detail where elsewhere [15]. Fourier space
analysis can provide an insight into whether there exists a periodic [27] morphology defined with
a surface wavelength λ, which is critical in accurately defining a rippled topography. The process
can be understood in further detail through the analysis of dynamic evolution of RMS roughness as
plotted in Figure 4b. Log–log plots of ω versus simulation time present more detailed information
for initial stages and allow for the measurement of growth exponent β values simply through the
measurement of slope values (ω~tβ ). As can be seen in the Figure 4b, in stage I, the surface quickly
developed a roughness with ω reaching up to ≈0.5 lattice unit with β values about 0.3–0.4 for all
the sticking coefficients. Then in stage II, we saw a slower increase in roughness values indicated
by β values close to ≈0.1. This increase was accompanied by small fluctuations in roughness that
originated from the competition between the shadowing and re-emission effects. As the surface
became rougher due to the re-emission effect, shadowing became more pronounced on etching the
hills, and therefore reduced the roughness, giving rise to fluctuations in stage II. In this stage, we did
not observe clear ripples. This competitive behaviour along with small β values remained until the
surface reached a critical roughness value of about ω ≈ 1 lattice unit. At stage III, smaller sticking
coefficients resulted in a faster increase in roughness, which was also indicated by larger β values. β
increased from about 0.25 up to ≈0.5 as the sticking coefficient was decreased from 0.9 to 0.5. This rapid
evolution of roughness at smaller sticking coefficients occurred along with the faster increase in the
ripple wavelength. Therefore, this corresponded to wider (i.e., larger λR ) and deeper (i.e., higher ω)
ripples forming at a faster pace for smaller sticking coefficients. We observed a similar behaviour in
the evolution of ripple wavelength and roughness for surfaces etched at different oblique angles while
we kept the sticking coefficient constant, as shown in Figure 4c,d.
Higher etching angles led to smaller λR values with a steady linear increase, which is similar to
the results of higher sticking coefficients in Figure 4a. This is expected because an increase in either
the etching angle or sticking coefficient both results in a relative increase the shadowing effect and
decrease in re-emission. On the other hand, as the deposition angle is decreased, thus the strength of
the shadowing effect decreases, therefore making the re-emission effect more pronounced and leading
to wider ripples with wavelengths increasing in an unstable way (Figure 4c). Similarly, the RMS
roughness evolution of surfaces etched at different angles (Figure 4d) shows a similar overall behaviour
to that of surfaces etched with different sticking coefficients (Figure 4b). However, surfaces reached the
critical roughness value of ω ≈ 1 lattice unit that separated stages II and III at different times when the
deposition angle was changed. Smaller etching angles resulted in wider and deeper ripples, and higher
angles provided a more stable increase, both in ripple wavelength and roughness.
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